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The generation of high frequency, high power optical pulses is of importance for a number of applications, from frequency conversion based on nonlinear phenomena to regeneration of optical pulse trains, as well as THz generation [1] [2] . Monolithic semiconductor mode-locked lasers (SMLLs), based on the so-called split-contact FabryPérot cavity configuration [3] and including a saturable absorber (SA) as trigger for pulsed operation, are ideal candidates for generation of pulses with high repetition rates because of their very short cavity allowing pulse train frequencies of several tens of GHz or higher. However, major drawbacks of SMLLs which are effectively limiting their widespread diffusion and use in commercial applications are the limited average output powers and the narrow biasing parameter range over which stable ML operation occurs [4] .
The analysis in [5] suggested that such limitations are caused by the wavelength-dependent properties of the absorbing section. Starting from a situation of stable and complete ML (as defined in [6] ), an increase of the gain section current directly translates into an increase of the SA photocurrent, with the associated Joule heating shifting the SA bandedge away from that of the gain section, and the optimal conditions for ML ceasing.
Based on this qualitative analysis, a blue bandgap shift applied to the SA has the potential to shift the range of bias conditions providing stable ML to higher currents. Previous research [7] [8] on bandgap shifted absorber ML showed a pulse width reduction. Here we show that applying a blue detuning to the SA of a split-contact passively mode-locked semiconductor laser in a FabryPérot configuration not only narrows the pulse, but also reduces the chirp and leads to a great expansion of the range of bias conditions that provide stable ML operation.
The bandgap of the SA region was blue-shifted through Quantum Well Intermixing (QWI). Unlike the techniques previously employed to achieve blue-detuning of the SA [7] [8] , QWI is fully post-growth, therefore it provides a simple and low-cost way to effectively induce an areaselective blue detuning on several MQW, quantum dot and quantum dash material systems [9] .
The devices characterized were fabricated at the University of Glasgow, exploiting the facilities of the James Watt Nanofabrication Centre. The material used was a MQW AlGaInAs/InP wafer structure, and a detailed description of the epitaxial layers can be found in [10] . This particular material was chosen because its mode-locking behavior is well understood and documented, thanks to extensive characterization carried out previously [6] . Besides the insertion of a preliminary QWI step, the fabrication followed a standardized laser fabrication process, whose details can be found elsewhere [11] . The applied bandgap blue-shift through QWI had to be carefully chosen; given the lack of extensive published data on the behavior of monolithic SMLLs with bluedetuned absorbers. In [7] a pulse width reduction by more than a factor of two in comparison with a non-detuned SA was reported, from 2.6 to 1.2 ps with a 24 nm bluedetuning. The interpretation given to this result was that, due to the increased transparency of a blue-detuned absorber, a larger reverse bias is required, and therefore the SA has a faster loss recovery. However, excessive blue detuning translates into the requirement for a large SA reverse bias, which might eventually cause a junction breakdown because of the high electric field. In view of the previous considerations, the bandgap shift applied to the SA was chosen to be 10 nm. The geometry of the fabricated structures is depicted in Fig. 1 . The sample contained lasers with intermixed SAs and lasers whose absorbers were not blue-shifted. For all fabricated SMLLs the length of the absorber section LSA varied between 1 and 15% of the total cavity length Ltot, which was chosen to be 1250 μm in order to produce optical pulses with a repetition rate of quasi-40 GHz. A 10 μm-wide gap g between the SA and gain section provided electric insulation and the lasers waveguide width d was chosen to be 2 μm to ensure single-mode propagation. Prior to the characterization of the SMLLs, the obtained bandgap shift was verified through wavelength scan measurements of a specifically designed waveguides array on chip, using the setup depicted in Fig. 2a . The bandgap shift check confirmed the value of 10 nm which had been targeted, as Fig. 2b shows.
For the characterization of the devices, the SMLLs were temperature controlled and kept at 20 ºC throughout the whole of the experiments, and their output was collected from the gain section side with an optical fiber lens and simultaneously distributed through fused fiber splitters between an intensity auto-correlator (IAC) and an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA), with a power splitting ratio of 90% and 10%, respectively. Before coupling into the IAC, the optical signal was amplified by means of an Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA), whose gain was kept constant at 15 dB and whose output polarization was controlled to maximize the IAC output. A LabView™ code was used for automating the data collection, for simultaneous acquisition of the IAC and OSA traces, and for characterization of an extensive range of gain section currents and SA reverse biases. Devices with SA lengths ranging from 1 to 7% of the total cavity length Ltot all produced stable pulse trains, independently of the absorber being blue-shifted or not. The IAC data were post-processed in order to extract the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the pulse. This parameter was used to assess the interval of currents and voltages providing stable ML, with a chosen 2.5 ps boundary value since wider pulses were not pedestal-free and displayed dynamical instabilities. A comparison between pulses inside and outside the optimal ML region is presented in Fig. 3 . The extension of parameter space producing stable ML increased proportionally to the absorber length, as Fig. 4 illustrates by showing the comparison of the regions where pulses are found to have FWHM of less than 2.5 ps for SMLLs with different SA lengths (1 and 2 % of the total cavity length). The SMLL with absorbing length of 7% was the one producing narrow pulses (below 2.5 ps) over the largest range of operating conditions, for both intermixed and nonintermixed SAs. For lasers with longer absorbing sections, Q-switching instability regimes were dominant, in line with expectations [12] . Although the following analysis will focus on the device with a 7% absorber, it is worth mentioning that the differences due to QWI which will be discussed have been observed also for shorter SAs. The effect of blue-detuning of the SA can be clearly observed from the juxtaposition of the color maps shown in Fig. 5 . The maps have been plotted for the same current and voltage intervals, and on the same color scale for ease of comparison. It can be seen that the SMLL with intermixed SA (Fig. 5b) produces pulses under 2.5 ps to currents nearing 300 mA, whereas the non-intermixed emits pulses narrower than 2.5 ps only up to 215 mA (Fig.  5a) . The shortest measured FWHM of the pulses also displays a net improvement, with 0.7 ps obtained for the intermixed case, and 1 ps for the non-intermixed one. As for the range of currents and voltages providing the narrowest pulses, there is a shift of 0.5 V towards more negative biases for the QWI case, in line with expectations.
The FWHM of the optical spectrum was also extracted through data post-processing, and the results were combined with the IAC FWHM data to provide the timebandwidth product (TBP) of the pulses. This quantity tells how close a pulse is to its transform limit, i.e. the narrowest possible spectrum for a given pulse duration. The TBP of a transform-limited sech 2 pulse, the temporal shape that better fits mode-locked emission from the MQW material used, is 0.315 [13] . Higher values of TBP indicate a chirped pulse. The comparison of the TBP data for the non-intermixed and QWI case indicate that the QWI device exhibits lower chirp, despite both devices being far from the transform limit (Fig. 6) . It is thought the chirp reduction is a consequence of complex dispersion and nonlinearities dynamics in both the SA and the gain section, although to confirm this further investigation is required.
The total power vs. current (LI) measurements, carried out with a broad area detector, showed the same level of average power between intermixed and non-intermixed devices fabricated on the same chip. This together with the narrower pulses lead the intermixed devices to exhibit higher peak power, with 215 mW achieved vs. only 182 mW obtained from the non-intermixed lasers. In summary, we have demonstrated how a bandgap blue detuning applied to the SA of a SMLL can improve the laser performance in terms of pulse width, optical chirp and peak power. The devices whose absorbers had undergone QWI emit pulses whose FWHM is 30% lower than that obtained from standard SMLLs fabricated on the same MQW platform. The temporal narrowing exhibited by the pulses also contributed to an improvement in the pulses peak power, which also experienced an increase between the devices compared. Moreover, the TBP data clearly suggest that a bluedetuned absorber is beneficial in reducing the amount of chirp experienced by the pulses. However, the most interesting feature is the expansion of the region in which stable ML is achieved, with a ~100 mA current range difference between a detuned absorber and a standard one. The extension of the ML region is in line with the analysis shown in [5] , since starting from a shifted SA bandedge delays the point where Joule effects become detrimental to the pulse formation mechanism. The narrower pulses and the chirp reduction are thought to be linked to a shorter recovery time exhibited by an intermixed absorber, further experiments will be carried out to confirm this hypothesis.
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